
Fabulous Fashion Tips for

Ladies

Quick fixes for appearing

10kg lighter and transforming

how you feel in your skin!
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You don’t need the perfect body to look great or even to

appear slim: the right outfit can do much of the work for

you.  Read on to discover the essentials – but remember,

above all else, to choose clothes you feel good in.  Only

when you’re truly comfortable can you radiate poise and

command respect.  Your confidence in yourself and your

appearance is easily perceptible to those around you.

Posture
Stand up straight. An improved posture is great for making

excess padding on your stomach and hips less visible, but its

greatest benefit is the boost it provides to your confidence.

Throw in some eye contact and a warm smile, and the

transformation is complete.  Ladies carrying only a little excess

weight might also find it effective to push their chest forward as

they straighten their back. This will cause the fit of their top or t-

shirt to appear “airy” rather than baggy.
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Size

Choose the size that fits, not the smallest one you can squeeze

into. As well as projecting a cheap, unprofessional image, tight

clothing will emphasise and draw attention to your problem areas.

The most important rule for ladies wishing to mask their

stomachs is not to wear anything tight! A smaller size does not

necessarily look better than a bigger one – in fact, the opposite is

often true. When the stomach causes clothes to strain at the

seams, its overweightness becomes all the more apparent.

Clothes can even make the problem appear bigger than it is.

Looser clothing is generally much better suited to making a not-

so-flat stomach less noticeable. However, if you need to wear

looser styles, you should also keep in mind that too-big clothing

can look unpolished. Be attentive to the overall look of your

outfit.

It goes without saying that stomach-baring tops do nothing for an

overweight stomach. Just because a crop top fit perfectly five

years ago, it isn’t necessarily right for you today!
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Colour

If you want to look slimmer, darker clothing is your friend. Black

is the most effective hue for concealing those extra pounds and

padding. However, if you prefer to wear lighter shades, go for

tones that are muted and subtle: overly bright or loud colours will

highlight your lumps and bumps. Do you struggle with extra

pounds from the tummy up? Choose darker tops to combat this -

and avoid horizontal stripes, which will emphasise the size of the

waist. If, in contrast, you are heavier on your bottom half, choose

darker-coloured trousers, skirts and jeans to make your legs and

hips appear slimmer. While dark blue, charcoal, violet or dark

green can slim you almost as effectively as black, none is quite as

versatile – black is a “non-colour”, after all! Don’t feel like

wearing black? A combination of colours from the same colour

family is a good choice too.
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Fabrics

For parts of the body you want to conceal, silk and satin should

be avoided: these daring fabrics favour trim figures only! Both

materials showcase your silhouette, so choose them with care.

In the case of winter fashions – knitted pieces and fleecy fabrics –

you should be sure to choose darker colours. Wherever you can,

select soft, floaty fabrics that will skim and flatter your figure.
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Design

Avoid horizontal stripes and broad stripes at all cost – they

emphasise your existing shape and make you appear wider. If

you like wearing patterned clothing, look for narrow, vertical

stripes. Remember, too, that while striking designs might look

attractive on the hanger, they’ll draw more attention to your

silhouette once they’re on.
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Cut

In general, the cuts you choose should be long and narrow –

these are the best at slimming you down. The cut of your clothing

is very important in creating the illusion of a trimmer figure. A V-

shaped neckline highlights the neck, making it instantly – and

naturally - appear longer and more slender. A V-neck should

always be selected over a rounded or scooped one.

When it comes to shirts, t-shirts, blouses and tunics, there are a

number of cuts that flatter a larger stomach and a number which

should be avoided.  Sometimes the difference lies in the finer

details, making it tricky to give general recommendations.

Most importantly, the clothes should not cling or appear stretched

over the stomach area, but fall loosely and skim the body. Some

cuts are successful in rendering a larger tummy barely noticeable.

Women’s tunics can be tricky. Unfortunately, even a tunic that

fits well and looks good can create the effect of the wearer being

pregnant. Empire waist tunics are especially likely to do so.

Therefore, it’s important to try all your choices on before buying

and to look them over with a critical eye before you make up your

mind.
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Trousers

Are you one of the many who suffer from love handles and

unsightly extra pounds round the middle? Many women are

unaware that the best way to disguise stomach fat is with jeans

that sit below the waist. Lower-cut jeans naturally create the

illusion of a longer torso, which slims you down overall. Beware of

trousers and skirts with pleats or ruching, which can make you

appear stockier.
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Hair

An elegant updo is ideal for fuller figures. To create the illusion of

thinness, you should ensure all your hair is pulled tidily off your

face. Hair left hanging in the face will make it look wider.
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Accessoires

Accessories can be hugely useful in lessening the visual impact of

your unwanted lumps and bumps. Go for shapes and designs that

divert attention away from the stomach. The piece could be

anything, from a colourful scarf to an eye-catching ring; the point

is simply to draw the eye to a different part of the body. Long,

narrow scarves are an easy fix: arrange them simply so they fall

in front of the stomach. They’ll break up the body visually and

make it appear smaller.

Wear jewellery and other accessories on the parts of your body

you like best. If you’re tall with a wide build, wear big, chunky

accessories. Choose a pretty, oversized bangle or earrings.

Chunky necklaces look great too – just make sure they don’t sit

too close to the neck.

A waistcoat can help to break up the tummy area and trick the

eye into thinking it’s smaller than it is. It’s easy to wear almost all

styles and types of waistcoats - a smaller denim waistcoat can

work equally as well as a longer knitted one. Just remember to

keep it open – buttoning it over the tummy is a big no-no.
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Shoes

Rule number 1: wear shoes that suit your body type. If you’re

fuller-figured and smaller in stature, then heeled clogs or boots

(not too high!) can make you appear slimmer. If you’re tall with a

broad build, it’s a different story. Dark, flat shoes or pumps are

the best option for you: they’ll make your feet appear narrower

whilst avoiding an increase in height. Both body types should

avoid stiletto heels and pointed shoes. Their narrowness tends to

contrast starkly with a fuller figure and emphasise it further.

Colourful shoes are the perfect complement to a black outfit – it’s

a well-known fact that black can be paired with just about

anything. Red, green, blue or yellow shoes are an ingenious way

of diverting attention away from your problem areas!


